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IBCHAM Logistics & Supply Chain Council

About IBCHAM

Indian Business Chamber (IBCHAM) is a young and vibrant National Chamber Registered
under Section 25 of the Companies Act 1956
1956, Government of India.It
It is dedicated to promote &
protect the trade & commerce inIndia.
IBCHAM is a non-government,
government, not
not-for-profit,
profit, industry led and managed organisation, playing
a proactive role in building India's sustainable economic development. It is India's emerging
business association, with a direct & indirect support of 1000 members from the private as well
as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs.
IBCHAM catalyses change by engaging closely with government on policy issues on enhancing
efficiency, focusing competitiveness and expanding business opportunities for industry through
a range of specialized services and global linkages. Major emphasis is laid on projecting a
positive image of business, assisting industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship
programs. We are working effectively in association with various government
govern
institutions,
National & International NGOs, knowledge institutions and Multi-lateral
Multi
agencies in pursuant of driving inclusive development, which include improvement in
healthcare sector, enhancing education, livelihood creation,, diversity management, skill
development and water resources management, to name a few with sspecial
pecial focus for the most
vulnerable sections of the society.
IBCHAM‟s efforts are also focused on implementations of Clean Technology advantage by
advocating on behalf of environmentally responsible businesses and providing a platform for our
members to share knowledge and best practices in workplace sustainability. An integral
component of our mission is to bring together both business persons already engaged in
sustainability initiatives and those who are not yet aware or involved in such efforts. Our
chamber believes in investing in people, protecting our environment and creating long-term
long
prosperity.

IBCHAM Advisory Board
The Advisory Board of The IBCHAM comprises of volunteers representing a broad spectrum of
businesses and industry. Members of the Advisory Board help to mentor &guide
&
the direction,
policy and activities of the Chamber. The dignitaries of advisory board are as under:

Name: Dr. T C Nair
Designation: Former Whole Time Member, SEBI and Director
Organization: Federal Bank, IDFC PF, Axis MF

Name: Mr. Prasanna Mishra, (Retd. IAS)
Designation
Designation: Former Coal Secretary
Organization: Government of India

Name: Mr. Chandra Pal, (Retd. IAS)
Designation
Designation: Former MSME Secretary,
Organization: Government of India

Name: Mr. Paul Joseph (Retd. IES)
Designation: Former Principal Advisor
Organization: Planning Commission of India

Name: Mr. Rajiv Bhatnagar
Designation: Former CMD, NSIC and Advisor
Organization: Ministry of Industry &Commerce, Bahrain

Name: Mr. Raja Debnath
Designation: SME Banking Expert
Organization: IFC (International Finance Corporation)

Name: Mr. Setu Shah
Designation
Designation: Sr. Vice President- Communications
Organization: MCX Stock Exchange

Name: Mr. Anouj Mehta
Designation: Head- Finance (Infra) and PPP Group
Organization: Asian Development Bank

IBCHAM Logistics & Supply Chain Council
(ILSCC)
ILSCC is a unique multi-stakeholder
stakeholder group that convenes leading experts from academia, international
int
organizations and public & private sectors to provide inputs for mutually beneficial collaborations and
decision-making processes.
ILSCC shall bring together strategic thinkers broadly representative of the logistics & supply chain
Industry and explore opportunities by providing relevant/contemporary
/contemporary topics and action plan to be
undertaken throughout the year.
New and continuing challenges for the Indian logistics and supply chain sector include the ever
increasing supply chain velocity, ever increasing production and consumption, cloud and data-driven
data
supply chains, new forms of protectionism and the gradual replacement of products by services.
& how
What the Council aims to do&
While broadly exploring the challenges and opportunities in its sector, the Council will focus,
focus in the year
2014-2015, on helping supply chains climb the competitive advantage ladder
ladder,, including new thought
development in the wake of growing national/international trade and Intercompany collaboration and
information sharing in order
rder to increase p
performance.
erformance. The Council will continue to recommend action
points to the requisite governmental
nmental & industry stakeholders for smoothening the processes.
The Council’s activities shall revolve around the central idea of “Enhancing
Enhancing Trade: Value Chain
Economics” and seek to analyze the cost of logistical barriers to trade and recommend pragmatic
implementable solutions. Lowering the barriers could unlock more value than tariff reduction could
alone.
IBCHAM Logistics & Supply Chain Council (ILSCC) will complement the existing Logistics & Supply
Chain eco-system,
system, national efforts on the development of the Sector and address the skill gaps in the
Logistics & Supply Chain Sector in through the following broad activities (that are not exhaustive)
exhaustiv to
further the development of the sector:

TSD (Training & Skill Development) - Develop ‘Foundation’ and ‘Specialisation
Specialisation’ courses and the
relevant metrics to measure skill transference in the Supply Chain Industry
Conducting industry & policy research
Organizing Quarterly/Annual Conference, Seminars, Workshops etc to address the opportunities
and challenges in the Logistics & Supply Chain Sector
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ILSCC
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development

Issue based
Industry &
Governmental
engagements

Supply Chain Skill Development: Why an Initiative to Focus
on the development of Supply Chain Talent Is Needed

The moot point of ILSCC is to initiate a mindset
and material transformation off the Industry
and MSMEs in particular from purely ‘Logistics’
to “Integrated Supply Chain” and thereby
working towards the bridging the skill gap that
would/has arisen during this transformation.
There is a shortage of manpower with the
necessary skills to undertake logistics and
supply chain
n tasks at all levels in the
employment hierarchy, from operative to senior
executive. The Council recommends that efforts
be undertaken to assess the nature and scale of
this problem and explore options for addressing
it. With around a quarter of logistic
logistics costs
dedicated to personnel, it is evident that the
supply chain industry is very much a people
centered business.
However, in the drive to develop new
technologies, invest in physical infrastructure
assets and adopt new supply chain management
techniques,
iques, this element of the logistics sector
has sometimes been ignored.

In general it can be a stated perception that the
logistics sector has always struggled to attract
the brightest talent due to two main factors:

1.
The sector has an image problem. It
is
associated
with
trucks
and
warehousing and is seen as very low
value adding. This is despite the development
of numerous value adding logistics activities
that increasingly demand a broader skill set.
The overall image of the sector deters graduates
whose
ose perception of the industry is one based
on the execution activities rather than looking
at the supply chain management discipline.

2. The sector is generally low margin.
margin This
means that many companies
compani cannot afford to
pay competitive rates for the best graduates
who, for example, often enter other parts of the
service sector such as banking and accounting.

The
he skills shortage impacts on the industry at multiple levels:
A shortage of warehouse and transport operatives reduces efficiency and increases costs
A shortage of Managerial positions, with requisite skills, reduces the ability of the supply side of
the industry to add value

In India the perception still remains that
logistics companies are seen as low value adding
entity, thereby many consumers of logistics
services (i.e. manufacturers and retailers etc) do
not confidence in them to provide more refined
supply chain reengineering solutions. Becau
Because of
this, logistics providers are not able to boost and
sustain their profitability, and as a result find it
difficult to break through this vicious cycle.
ent is made in talent
Even when an investment
development,, timelines on the return on
investment can be unrealistic. During
uring downturns
higher cost labour positions are often bear the
first brunt.. As for most logistics companies, the
solutions part of the business is secondary to
their
heir execution functions, especially if they are
not bringing in new business. Contrast this with
consultants, for example, where removing

intellectual capital from their business would be
value destroying.
The further opening up of our economy
particularly with the introduction and FDI in
retail, eCommerce and the introduction of the
Food security Bill, is bound to create tremendous
opportunities in the logistics and supply chain
sector, which in turn is seen as creating a huge
pool of jobs. Skilled
illed labour can not only help to
fill this pool of employment but also take it to the
next level of sustainable competitive advantage
in the long run.
ILSCC in collaboration with the IBCHAM Skill
Development
pment Council shall work to bridge this
divide
by
creating
sustainable
and
implementable & scalable skills propositions
which will benefit the sector.
sector

Transaction Cost: Value Chain Economics
Strategies for building Competitive Advantage
In the last two decades, India has gradually
integrated itself with the globalised world and
this has been manifested in buoyant export
growth.
Trade Facilitation is a key determina
determinant of a
country's competitiveness in the international
market. In the last two decades, India has
gradually integrated itself with the globalized
world and this has been manifested in buoyant
export growth. A major aspect of the policy
strategy, apart from providing fiscal incentives to
exporters, was to address the issue of high
transaction cost in India. This in-turn
turn forms part
of overall competitiveness paradigm of India's
export sector to enable cost effective production,
storage,
transportation
and
dis
distribution
mechanisms.
These policy impetuses assume even more
significance in the current scenario of widening
trade deficit
cit and declining exports. It has also
been observed that transactions cost is acting as
a double whammy for exporters, who are hit
hard
rd by the global demand slowdown. The
quantum of transaction cost is about 77-10 per
cent of the total value of Indian exports. This
amounts to a significant $15 billion. This
comprises of a roughly equal fraction of
structural cost and addressable transact
transaction cost,
i.e. US $ 6 to 7 billion
In view of the growing exports of our country
and the need to sustain this rapid growth in the
longer run, the pace and the cost associated with
the transport, documentation and clearances
needs to be alleviated. Realising the need of the
hour a task force has also been set
set-up under the
Ministry of Commerce to chalk out vvarious
challenges and opportunities facing transaction
cost in India

In the arena of trade logistics, the presence of
robust soft infrastructure and stable government
regulations that facilitate the key network
components of a global marketplace is critical.
Some of the network component specific to
logistics and trade pertain to the efficient and
transparent customs clearance processes
proces
for
good supply chain connectivity across and within
borders.
Trade facilitation revolves around the reduction
of all the transaction costs associated with the
enforcement of legislation, regulation, and
administration of trade policies and involves
several
everal agencies such as customs, airport
authority, port authority, banks, trade ministry
etc. Trade-related
related transaction costs refer to a
large
number
regulatory
requirements,
compliance
measures,
procedures,
and
infrastructure
related
costs,
including,
communication
mmunication costs with clients, domestic
transport costs to bring goods from the
production site to the border, time and money
spent in ports on border procedures or to make
products ready for shipment, international
transport costs and inspection and certification
cert
costs. India's clearance time at ports/airports is
still far from the best international practices.
Reducing transaction costs and costs of doing
business is important not only for boosting
exports and FDI but also for creating an
appropriate framework
mework for vibrant domestic
business.
The discussions
sions of ILSCC shall focus on
Ripples through the Value Chain: Scope &
Profit Evolution over the Export Industry
Lifecycle as Technologies & Policies
Change. Highlighting the role of transaction
costs as an isolating mechanism that can drive
profits and to discuss how changes in one part of
the value chain can ‘ripple through’, affecting
scope and profit patterns
atterns in counterintuitive
ways.

ILSCC Members

Mr. Prasanna Mishra, (Retd. IAS), Former Secretary, Government of India
A distinguished Indian Administrative Services officer, he has served in the Government of India for
over 37 years. He has h
had
ad a successful tenure as Chairman of a Major Indian Port for five years and
of running public sector undertakings as Chairman in sectors of Industry, Mining and Housing.

Mr. Anouj Mehta, Head: Finance (Infrastructure) and PPP Group (India),
(India) ADB
INSEAD Alumni with 20 years work experience in UK, Europe, South East Asia, India, China, being
based out of London, Singapore, Philippines and India. Key expertise areas: Infrastructure, public
private partnerships, development advisory, government advisory, strategy, emerging markets,
corporate and project
ct finance, accounting and governance reforms

Prof. N. Viswanadham, INAE Distinguished Professor, Indian Institute of Science
He has held several prestigious positions before such as the Executive Director for The Centre for
Global Logistics and Manuf
Manufacturing
acturing Strategies (GLAMS) at the Indian School of Business (ISB),
also in-charge
charge for the ISB
ISB-IBM
IBM collaboratory on Service Sciences; Deputy Executive Director of The
Logistics Institute-Asia
Asia Pacific
Pacific.. He has contributed significantly to the area of automation,
automat
and in
particular, supply chain automation. He is the author of three textbooks, eight edited volumes, over
hundred journal articles and more than hundred conference papers on Automation.

Prof. Upendra Kachru, Senior Professor, Supply Chain, FORE School of Management
The First CEO of Maruti Udyog and recipient of the Asia-Pacific
Pacific Environmental Fellowship from
The Asia Foundation, USA. He has Extensive work experience in Materials, Marketing, Production
Planning, Corporate Planning and General Management. He now teaches business strategy and
supply chain management at a leading management school in Delhi.

Mr. Tej Nirmal Singh, Director, Head - Supply Chain, Ericsson India Pvt Ltd
Highly committed & Flexible business professional having worked for 26 years in various Industries
ranging from Automobile, Consumer Durables, Fashion accessories, Consultancy & Telecom.
Currently heading the Supply Chain for Ericsson - Region India (RINA), responsible for complete
supply chain for 4 countries in the region

Mr. Melvis Furtado
Furtado, Supply Chain Procurement Manager, UNSOA Project
(United Nations Food Rations Project)
19+ years in Supply Chain & Logistics been involved with end to end (Order to Cash) supply chain
process and managing complexities with Holland, Belgium, France, Hungary, Poland, Luxembourg,
UK, Spain, Italy, US, Canada, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Venezuela, Hongkong, China, Korea, India to
Middle East and Africa markets

Dr. Ravi Prakash Mathur, Senior Director SCM
SCM,, Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd
20 years of work experience in the field of International Logistics and Supply Chain Management,
responsible for global logistics, distribution and central SCM for the organization. He was part of
the spearhead team responsible of an organizational initiative, based on ‘Theory of Constraints. He
is currently working on organizational program aimed to achieve cost and capabilities excellence.
Winner of the “Logistics
“Logistics-Week Young Achiever in Supply Chain Award” for 2012

Mr. Rajesh Bhardwaj, Managing Partner, International Investments Law Consultants
With an experience of over 15 years, Mr. Rajesh Bhardwaj regul
regularly
arly represents various corporates,
organisations and individuals before the High Courts of all states, the Supreme Court of India, and
various other Tribunals and Appellate authorities.

Mr. Rajasekhara Reddy, National Head - DO&IP,
Hindustan Coca-Cola
Cola Beverages Pvt Ltd
A seasoned
ned Supply chain professionals having 17+ years of experience in handling various functions
across the supply chain
n vertical in the FMCG Sector

Mr. Manoj Soni, President - Supply Chain, Jubilant Life Sciences Ltd
A visionary leader with 20+ years of experienc
experiencee in the supply chain industry with specialties in Best
Practices & Innovation on Supply Chain Management with an understanding of the SCOR
(Supply
Supply Chain Operations Reference Model )

Mr. Abhik Saha, Director Supply Chain, Benetton India Pvt Ltd
NIFT alumni with more than sixteen years of experience across multinational apparel/retail
organizations as well as Tier
Tier-11 Consulting organizations. Head the Supply Chain function for South
Asia, ASEAN and ANZ for Benetton

Mr. Navin Joshi, National Manager Supply Chain, Lenovo India and South Asia
Over 17+ years of experience in driving successful services business operations with in-depth
in
knowledge of After sales support services - Supply Chain, Service Part Management, Reverse
logistics,
ogistics, Procurement (Material & Services), Vendor management, Logistics & Warehousing,
Inventory Planning, Order Fulfillment

Mr. Amitdev Banerjee, Head - Supply Chain, Tata Motors
Alumni of prestigious Jadavpur University,, heading the supply chain vertical one of India’s largest
automobile manufacturers.

Mr. Amit Kumar, Managing Director (Capability Network–Resources
Resources), Accenture
Supply chain business professional with diverse functional & international experience working
across Metals, Mining, Chemicals, Energy and Consumer Goods Industry Group in Europe, Asia
and North America

Mr. Shailen Shukla, Head Logistics, Jumbo Electronics LLC Dubai
An astute professional with over 24+ years of experience in Logistics Management, Supply Chain
Management, Profit Centre Management, Commercial Operations, Project Procurement and
Management, Vendor Management and ERP & Systems Implementation. Earlier worked in senior
positions in large Indian companies like Reliance (Director), Grasim, Vedanta (Sterlite Optical and
Balco), Modi Group (Modi Industries, Modi C
Cement),
ement), etc, and MNCs like Brightpoint (Director
Operations) and TNS (Director Business Operations) in India.

Mr. Rashid Hashim, Head Supply Chain Management, L&T MHI Boilers
20+ years of experience handling various leadership roles in one of India’s top engineering
conglomerate

Mr. Nilesh Sinha, Founder Director, Procam Logistics Pvt Ltd
Seasoned logistics & supply Chain professional with specialities in Project Cargo Management, Ship
Chartering for Dry Bulk , Project cargo & Heavylift cargo, Indirect Tax consultancy, Various
Industry Vertical Management , Training and Knowledge Management, Development of Inhouse
software for Project Cargo Management & CRM.

Mr. Siddhartha Roy
Roy, Head Supply Chain, Nourishco (a TATA & Pepsico J.V.)
Supply Chain Professional with several years of end to end Supply Chain experience encompassing
Logistics, Warehousing, Material Planning, Inventory Management, ERP Implementation (SD),
Procurement, Customer Service and Demand Planning in diverse industries

Mr. Abhishek Joshi
Joshi, Director - Supply Chain Development, DHL
An experienced Supply Chain Management & Logistics professional with over 15+ years, a decade of
which has been with large global 3PL firms helping 3PL organizations in their pursuit of business
growth & market expansion opportunities, including been part of select leadership teams incubating
3PL start-up’ss in India

Mr. G.S
S Swaminathan, General Manager – Logistics, Piramal Glass Ltd
A seasoned professional with 25 years of extensive experience in Strategic Initiatives, Business
Operations, Functional Expertise & Consultancy, Operational Standards, Quality Implementation,
Business Reengineering, Process Enhancements, Business Development & Team Management
across the verticals of Logistics & Supply Chain Management

Mr. Saurabh Yadav, Head - Strategy & Policy Affairs, Suzlon Energy Ltd
Over 20 years hands--on
on international experience and sound understanding of the South Asian,
North American and European market
market.. He has worked with wide range of stakeholders in India
and abroad which include corporate sector; public sector; industry in addition
additi to the Government of
India and leading development partner agencies such as the World Bank; UNDP; USAID

Mr. Clifford Patrao, Partner - Strategy & Transformation, IBM GBS
JBIMS alumni, 25+ years of experience working with top consultancy firms

Mr. Vipin Sharma, Dy. General Manager, Allcargo Logistics Limited
A proactive detail oriented supply Chain&
& logistics professional representing a Billion $ enterprise
with a hands on experience in Project Management:Turnkey jobs, Heavy Lift Transportation,
Project Registeration/Reconciliation, Air Freight, Ship Chartering.

Mr. SantoshDalvi, Partner, KPMG
Over 25 years experience in the field of Commercial functions and taxation specialised in Indirect
Taxes - Customs, Central Excise, Service Tax, Foreign Trade Policy, VAT / Sales Tax/ GST/ Stamp
duty etc. He has
as worked for around 14 years in Industry - MNC & leading Indian Corporate House.
He has been in
n the field of consultancy for last over 11 years and one of the leading advisors in the
field of Indirect Taxes.

Mr. S.K. Krishnan, Vice Pre
President-Demand Chain Management
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd
Alumni of India’s prestigious Indian Institute of Management, he has over 30 years of professional
experience handling supply ch
chain
n functions in OEMs, 3PL service providers as well as with
international logistic organization.

Mr. Sanjay Beswal, Director, Andees Consulting
A hands on consultant on the matters of Foreign Trade Policy, Imports, Exports, Deemed Exports,
related customs and excise laws and procedures etc. He has earlier worked at senior levels with
Industrial Groups, handling Foreign Trade and Project Development. He is a Mechanical Engineer
and a Post Graduate in International Business from Delhi School of Economics.

Dr. Shrikant Kamat, Counsel on taxation & legal matters
Shrikant Kamat& Associates
One of the leading Counsels in India for Customs, Excise, Service Tax, VAT/CST, International Tax,
Transfer Pricing, International Trade (EXIM) laws and Laws relating to Weights & Measures
Me
Standards (Legal Metrolog
Metrology) matters

Mr. Umesh Agarwa
Agarwal, National Sales Manager, Startrek Logistics (Spoton)
Nearly 16 years of strong domestic and overseas experience in Solutions Design & Planning, New
Set Ups, spearheading leadership roles involving Strategy Formulation, Planning and Goal Setting
with
ith complete P&L responsib
responsibility

IBCHAM Skill Development Council
(ISDC)
IBCHAM believes that India’s transition to a knowledge
knowledge-based
based economy requires a new generation of
educated and skilled people. Its competitive edge will be determined by its people’s ability to create,
share, and use knowledge effectively. A knowledge economy requires India to develop its workforce –
knowledge workers and knowledge technologists - who are flexible and analytical and who can be the
driving force for innovation and growth.
ISDC iss working dedicatedly with all the requisite stakeholders, especially the industry, government
and academia to create sustainable, implementable & scalable skills propositions which will benefit the
youth of the country from all sections of society.
Skills for Employment
Skills for Employment initiative address the demand for skills in a ever growing economy. It aims to make
national education and training systems better and to be able to respond to Employment market
demands and sector specific needs.
ds. The program focuses on building strong relationships with industry,
governments, academic institutions and training providers along with encouraging self-employment.
self
This is a dynamic initiative which corresponds to current market trends and creates a structure in tune
with contemporary employment demand.
One of the lead patrons of the ISDC is XNTUATE Human Capital Solutions which offers training,
skill development and capacity building services in India as well as EMEA and APAC.
Focus Sectors:Telecom
Information Technology
Outsourcing
Supply Chain & Logistics

Since the Telecom and IT sector has experienced high growth in India and connecting to the last mile of
population, it has generated a large need of such technical people in urban and rural areas. ISDC
endeavors to begin with these two sectors and then include other sectors as well
well.
Academic & Industry Partnerships
IBCHAM has engaged both the Corporates and Educational Institutions in order to complete the value
chain of skill development
ment by organizing specific training courses through its partners under various skill
development programs.
Government Associations include: NSDC, NISME and TSSC

Corporate Office:

Indian Business Chamber
Suite
Suite122, First Floor, Devika Tower
Commercial Business District, Nehru Place
New Delhi 110019
Tele
Tele-fax: 011- 41582722, 40648877
Email: ilscc@ibcham.org, research@ibcham.org
Web: www.ibcham.org

